of Arc is relatively low in spite of high neural discharge rates associated with hippocampal sharp waves (Guzowski et al., 2001). Within 2 min of behavior-related plasm only, or both can be used to infer the amount of activation of a neural ensemble, Arc RNA first appears overlap in neural ensembles activated by two experiin the nuclei of glutamatergic principal neurons at ences separated by a period of about 20 min. discrete sites of genomic transcription. Arc, however, The current investigation was designed to determine is not expressed by GABAergic interneurons or glia in whether the representation of specific types of moveidentical behavioral paradigms (A. Vazdarjanova, perment in neocortical neural ensembles remains the same sonal communication). After about 15 min, Arc RNA when a new hippocampal "map" for space is activated. leaves the nucleus and begins to accumulate in the cyWe used catFISH with high-resolution confocal microtoplasm, where it can be detected 20-45 min after actiscopy to monitor the subcellular distribution of Arc vation (Guzowski et al., 2001 ). Animals experiencing RNA in dorsal hippocampal field CA1, and in deep and two epochs of the same behavior in the same environsuperficial layers of PPC within the same animals, folment exhibit highly overlapping nuclear and cytoplaslowing two different behavioral epochs of track running. mic Arc expression in CA1. In agreement with the indeIn both epochs of behavior, rats were trained to trapendence of CA1 neuronal populations observed elecverse a rectangular track for the same food reward. In trophysiologically in different environments, however, a addition, we wanted to see if altered hippocampal outchange in the environment leads to the proportion of put was correlated with altered encoding in a region of overlap in nuclear and cytoplasmic Arc expression that the brain that was not associated with spatial coding. is expected by chance if two independent neural enTherefore, we also monitored the expression of Arc in sembles are activated (Guzowski et al., 1999) . The subdeep and superficial layers of GU. cellular distribution of Arc RNA thus provides informaRats were divided into four groups: (1) one experition about when single neurons were activated and mental group (same room/different turn; Figure 1A ). An essential design feature of this experiment was that the rats were allowed a brief period (10 s) to see which room they were in, before the lights were extinguished. This experimental manipulation ensured that visual input did not vary between the two different track running epochs. The same physical track apparatus was used in both rooms, and all rats experienced their experimental protocol once per day for 8 days before the experimental day. Thus, the relevant spatial contexts were familiar. It is well established that, in rodents, hippocampal activity is dependent on the animal's knowledge of where it is, based on initial position and subsequent motion, and does not depend on immediate input from sensory cues ( Figure 4D) were not significantly different (p > 0.8).
Ensembles in Deep and Superficial Layers of GU
That is, both the deep and the superficial laminae of Arc RNA expression in GU in animals that remained in PPC discriminated equally between two different their home cage undisturbed was significantly less than movement sequences made in the same spatial that in the other groups that received food reward (p < context. In contrast, for animals in the different room/ 0.001; Figure 4C ). This baseline expression of Arc is same turn condition the similarity score in the superficonsistent with what is observed in other areas of the cial PPC ( Figure 4D ) was significantly less than the brain. In the deep layers of GU, for animals in the bescore for deep PPC (p < 0.001). This indicates that the havioral groups (Figure 4C ), the pattern of Arc RNA exsuperficial laminae of PPC were better able to distinpression was highly similar between rats in the same guish between different spatial contexts than were the room/different turn and the different room/same turn deep laminae. Furthermore, in GU for both behavioral conditions (p > 0.09 for all comparisons). In deep GU conditions, the similarity scores were significantly layers for both behavioral conditions, most cells exhigher for the deep layers compared to the superficial pressing Arc contained Arc RNA in both the nucleus layers (p < 0.001). Again, this indicates that superficial and the cytoplasm. 
